
PERNUMA PERFOSET ES/T

This electric high-performance text perforating 
machine is by standard equipped with an especially
powerful gear, thus being suitable for continuous 
operation.

The perforation is released by pressing the foot switch.

Model PERFOSET ES/T is one fixed unit on metal stand.

The capacity is ca. 28 sheets of 70g/m2 paper at up 
to 24 letters with a character height of 8 or 10 mm. 

Important

When placing your order, please include information 
as to where the perforation is to be done on the
forms, in order for the impression to appear legible in
the desired place.

Available Special Versions:

- Models PERFOSET E/TA and high-performance
model PERFOSET ES/TA with interchangeable text
slides (complete words or terms can be inter-
changed) even multi-line texts possible

- Additional  punch in front of or behind the
fixed text

- Fixed installed logo

- Condensed type

- Additional character heights (e.g. 12 or 15 mm;
40 mm max.)

- Available as line perforation machine
(max. length of 110 mm)

- Extra-large machine (for total perforation width
of more than 110 mm)

for quick and easy cancelling or marking of 
documents, samples, labels, films, or plastic cards,
without any effort.

Our powerful electric text perforating machines were
designed for high demands.

They are equipped with a fixed text of your choice. 
The standard version includes up to 7 letters.

Up to 3 lines with a respective length of up to 110 mm
can be fitted one below the other.

Our standard character heights are 6, 8, or 10 mm.

To enable an exact positioning of the impression on the
forms, the machines are by standard equipped with
adjustable side and rear gauges.

The insertion depth is ca. 85 mm (PERFOSET E/T), or 
ca. 105 mm (PERFOSET ES/T) from the paper edge to
the center of the perforation.

PERNUMA PERFOSET E/T

The perforation is released by pressing the push 
button on the side of the machine.

Using 8 letters with a character height of 8 or 10 mm
you can perforate ca. 28 sheets of 70g/m2 paper in one
operation.
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PERNUMA PERFOSET E/T, ES/T
Electric Text Perforating Machines

Character height 6 mm, pin Ø 0.8 mm

Character height 8 mm, pin Ø 0.9 mm

Character height 10 mm, pin Ø 1.1 mm

Technical Data PERNUMA PERNUMA

PERFOSET E/T, E/TA PERFOSET ES/T, ES/TA

Drive: Electric Electric

Power supply: 230 V / 50 cps 230 V / 50 cps
Special voltages upon Special voltages upon
request request 

Standard version: 7 letter 7 letters

Insertion depth: ca. 85 mm ca. 105 mm

Standard character height: 6, 8 or 10 mm 6, 8 or 10 mm

Max. width of perforation: 110 mm 110 mm

Max. text height: 40 mm 40 mm

Max. capacity: ca. 28 sheets of ca. 28 sheets of 
70 g/m2 paper 70 g/m2 paper

Weight  net / gross: ca. 28 kg / 30 kg ca. 90 kg / 140 kg

Packaging: Carton Case

Packaging dimensions: ca. 59 x 40 x 29 cm ca. 96 x 53 x 130 cm

Additional Equipment

- Foot switch (PERFOSET E/T and PERFOSET E/TA)

- Automatic release

- Stroke counter (for counting number of completed
perforations)

- Security lock (preventing from use by unauthorized
persons)

- Table  (PERFOSET E/T and PERFOSET E/TA)

- Fixed or special gauges

- Automatic roll transport
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